
2nd June 2020 
 

Missing 
 

“John Le Mesurier wishes it to be known  
that he conked out on November 15th.  

He sadly misses his family and friends.”  

The Times, Obituary notice for John Le Mesurier, 1983 
 

Where Do Missing Things Go?  is a children’s book by Cynthia Drew and 

Bill LaRocque which explores the age-old question of where lost things 

might end up. Is there a depository somewhere, a vast store-room, for 

missing socks, keys, glasses, wallets and pens when they’re lost? There 

has to be, or else, why can’t I find any of those things? Today I have to 

announce ... in that place where missing things go, there will now be THE 

MISSING PIECE FROM A 48-PIECE “MAGIC ROUNDABOUT” JIGSAW! 

 If you follow my “Thought for the Day” regularly, you’ll know I 

sourced from EBay a 48-piece jigsaw which I thought  had 1000 pieces. I 

was happy to share the anguish of my mistake – and make you smile. But 

now I am filled with disappointment! For when I completed the jigsaw, 

there was a piece missing. I say there was a piece missing. But, if it was 

there, where it could be easily seen, then it wouldn’t be missing, would 

it? But it’s not anywhere! My jigsaw is one piece short. I’ve invited the 

seller to search under the sofa for the missing piece, but I suspect it’ll not 

be found, because it’s gone to the place where all missing things go, 

hasn’t it? So now I have to deal with embarrassment, anger, frustration, 

and all the emotions of loss – for something as insignificant as a piece 

from a jigsaw. Missing things matter because they’re missing.  

 It’s all the more difficult when we’re missing people we love. We 

may even talk about “losing” them. People who’re not where we want 

them to be matter all the more because we miss them so much. The 

picture of our lives is incomplete because there’s a space where they 

should be. Missing them is a permanent reminder of their importance. 

So we should go on missing them, because they still matter such a lot.  
 

A prayer for today 

Lord, bless the people I miss who have left a space that will never be filled.  

Remind me how important they still are to the completed picture of my life. Amen 
 

An original reflection by © Tom Gordon 
 

Also available at https://swallowsnestnet.wordpress.com   
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